SIM pull® CIRCUIT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

GET THE MOST OUT OF EVERY JOB WITH SIM pull SOLUTIONS® PRODUCTS

The SIM pull® Circuit Management System offers a variety of innovative solutions designed to optimize branch circuit installations. By themselves, each of these components can help improve your productivity, but when used together provide savings on the time, margins and labor associated will all your circuit pulls!

1). START WITH A SIM pull PLAN

The SIM pull® CoilPAK™ wire payoff and the SIM pull BARREL™ Cable Drum are a winning combination, adding a new level of flexibility to circuit wire installations:

SIM pull® COILPAK™ WIRE PAYOFF
The SIM pull® CoilPAK™ Wire Payoff is designed to increase safety and productivity on the job through less material handling, setup time, and pulling effort compared to spools.
• SIM pull NoLube® wire jacket
• Payoff directly from package with little setup
• Stackable for payoff and storage
• Fully encased for added protection

SIM pull BARREL™ CABLE DRUM
Make your home run pulls more profitable and productive with our NoLube® SIM pull THHN® branch circuit wire paralleled in a drum.
• Available in #10, 12, 14 up to 7 conductors paralleled
• Payoff directly from package with little setup
• Striped Neutral Conductors
• Fully encased for added protection
• Paralleled conductors in single package
• Design eliminates the need for moving multiple spools/packages around

SEE IT IN ACTION HERE

2). SMOOTHER ROUGH-IN

Maximize your efficiency and speed during the rough-in process using the available solutions from Southwire Tools and Equipment:

BENDSTATION PRO WORKSTATION
• Measure, bend, clamp and cut at a comfortable 36” work table height for reduced labor fatigue
• Reduces effort by 40% compared to mechanical benders
• Speeds bending process by up to 30%

MAX PUNCH PRO® PUNCH SET
• An advanced knockout tool used with a cordless drill to draw punch dies together for quick accurate knockouts
• No hydraulics, no ratcheting, no mess

MARKSMAN® CONDUIT LAYOUT TOOL
• 60 times faster than a tape measure
• Easy to use
• For KO sizes 1/2” to 4”

SEE IT IN ACTION HERE

The Power of Connections.
3). SAFER MATERIAL HANDLING

Pair the SIMpull® CoilPAK™ wire payoff and the SIMpull BARREL™ Cable Drum with these equipment solutions to reduce physical effort with material handling and increase productivity on your jobsite even further:

SIMpull BARREL™ HAND TRUCK
• Designed to transport the SIMpull BARREL™ package anywhere on the jobsite
• Fits through narrow electrical room doors and easily rolls over cords or construction gravel
• Includes built-in payoff feature

SIMpull BARREL™ TRIPOD
• Allows wire to pay off directly from the package with no additional tools or equipment

SIMpull® COILPAK™ WIRE PAYOFF
• Built-in handle for carrying
• Multi-conductor options reduce handling multiple packages

SIMpull™ COILPAK™ CART
• Rugged, easy maneuverable cart holds up to 8 SIMpull® CoilPAK™ wire payoffs
• Fits through hallways and standard doors

SIMpull® COILPAK™ CART
• Holds and transports a variety of materials and tools, including up to 8 SIMpull® CoilPAK™ wire payoffs and 12 SIMpull® CoilPAK™ mini wire payoffs.

4). FASTER SET-UP AND EASIER INSTALLATION

With the SIMpull® Circuit Management System, set-up and installation can be completed in a fraction of the time with much less manpower and effort compared to traditional methods of wire pulling:

QWIKROPE® PULLING ROPE
• Up to 24% reduction in coefficient of friction
• Ultra-low stretch and UV resistant

SIMpull® GRIPIT™ CIRCUIT PULLING HEAD
• Re-usable pulling head eliminated need for head make-up
• Easily attached up to 7 wires without stripping or taping

SIMpull® GUIDEIT™ CIRCUIT ROUTER
• Unique adapter for feeding circuit wire hands free
• Mounts easily to the panel can and helps guide conductors into the panel without damage

SIMpull® NOLUBE® WIRE JACKETS REDUCE PULLING TENSION DURING INSTALLATION
• SIMpull® CoilPAK™ Wire Payoff
• SIMpull® Barrel Cable Drum

VIRTUALLY INERTIA-FREE WIRE PAYOFF SOLUTIONS
• Pull the weight of the wire only from the package without the weight of the spool

MAXIS® XD1 EXTREME DUTY CIRCUIT PULLER
• Lightweight, handheld puller that is compatible with most drills
• Combines 600lbs of constant pulling force with 1000lbs peak pulling force
• One person set up and operation

The Power of Connections.